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I. Introduction 

On August 15, 2019, Harry Markopolos1 released a whistleblower report to the public that discusses his team’s 

investigation of General Electric (GE) (Markopolos, 2019). The report alleges a 38-billion-dollar financial statement fraud 

that Markopolos’s team believes is “merely the tip of the iceberg” (p. i) of fraud at GE. The report claims that GE’s fraud 

is “far more serious” (p. i) than Enron’s or WorldCom’s, particularly given that it represents 40% of GE’s 2018 market 

capitalization. It warns the public that GE’s bankruptcy is likely to be imminent.  

The 175-page whistleblower report provides a six-page synopsis, which we will describe throughout the remainder 

of this article, and a one-page disclosure statement. Disclosures include that (1) the report is a whistleblower report, not 

investment advice, and (2) the report was released in advance to a third-party that will compensate Markopolos’s 

organization from trading on ensuing drops in GE’s stock price. The remaining pages of the report appear to be pdfs of 

PowerPoint slides.  

The media responded rapidly, largely bolstered by recounting Markopolos’s efforts to expose Bernie Madoff’s 

Ponzi scheme more than a decade earlier (Markopolos et al., 2010). In-depth coverage followed almost immediately in 

respected financial press outlets, including The Wall Street Journal (Gryta and Maremont, 2019) and Fortune (Tully, 

2019a). In the meantime, Markopolos and Leslie Seidman—GE’s Audit Committee Chair and Former Chairman of the 

Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB)—appeared on several televised news programs (e.g., CNBC Interview with 

Markopolos, 2019; CNBC Interview with Seidman, 2019). In these interviews, Seidman strongly backed the accuracy of 

GE’s financial reporting, while Markopolos reaffirmed his team’s findings and praised his training as a Certified Fraud 

Examiner (CFE) for its usefulness in detecting the fraud, just as he had in the report. GE’s closing stock price dropped more 

than 11% from $9.03 on August 14, 2019, to $8.01 on August 15, 2019 (S&P Capital IQ, 2020). Its closing price did not 

rebound until September 10, 2019. 

This article investigates what our analysis suggests are the three primary allegations of financial statement fraud in 

Markopolos (2019). These allegations are complex, but we briefly describe them here as follows: 

1. An alleged $29 billion underestimation of GE’s long-term care insurance reserves; 

2. An alleged failure to report a $9.1 billion loss attributable to Baker Hughes, a GE Company; and 

3. Allegedly deceptive practices related to the presentation of GE’s segmented reporting. 

In the remainder of this article, we explore these three allegations in the context of two key “necessary conditions” 

for financial statement fraud: accounting misstatement and intent to deceive external users.2 We also evaluate the case for 

 
1 We rely on the report’s title page to attribute authorship. The title page explicitly states that Harry Markopolos is the author. Thus, 

we use the traditional academic citation, “Markopolos (2019),” where “Markopolos” refers to the written document, not to Harry 

Markopolos as an individual. Elsewhere in the report, authorship is less clear. For example, Markopolos (2019) often describes the 

report as being the work of an investigative team. Additionally, the report’s disclaimer page states that Forensic Decisions PR LLC 

drafted the report. This organization is a private entity so that little information is available about it other than it was incorporated in 

Puerto Rico on February 11, 2019 (Government of Puerto Rico, 2020). 
2 We define financial statement fraud using the common law approach suggested by Lawrence and Wells (2004): a material 

misstatement, intended to deceive the external user—where the external user relies on the misstatement and suffers damages. The 

factors we test are necessary conditions, but not sufficient conditions for financial statement fraud. In general, Markopolos (2019) 
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accounting misstatement via such sources as GE’s financial filings, the Financial Accounting Standard Board’s (FASB) 

Codification, and the Securities and Exchange Commission’s (SEC) guidelines. We conclude with an epilogue on the impact 

of the report on GE and offer some thoughts about releasing whistleblower reports to the public in the future.  

In doing so, we offer three contributions to the literature. First, we offer insights into the accuracy of Markopolos 

(2019) itself, which may be helpful to the public as well as to other fraud investigators. Second, we provide a discussion of 

Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) related to each of the three main issues in the report. We believe this 

information may aid future forensic investigators, given the often highly complex and nuanced issues involved. Third, our 

article highlights the tremendous responsibilities that fraud investigators have when issuing a whistleblower report to the 

public and encourages a dialogue in the professional community about the appropriate guidelines and restrictions that should 

be placed on such reporting practices, particularly when professional credentials are referenced in relation to the report. 

II. Alleged 29-Billion-Dollar Understatement of GE’s Long-Term Care Insurance Reserves 

Synopsis of Alleged Accounting Misstatement 

Markopolos (2019) claims that GE has understated its long-term care insurance (LTC) reserves on its GAAP-based 

balance sheet by a total of $29 billion.3 The understatement consists of two components: (1) $18.5 billion needed to true up 

GE’s current reserves for future claims, and (2) $10.5 billion needed to equalize GE’s reserves per GAAP and its reserves 

per statutory insurance requirements. Markopolos (2019) described the debits needed to balance this transaction as a $10.50 

billion charge against equity, and an 18.50-billion-dollar loss. Furthermore, the report alleges that an $18.50 billion cash 

infusion into the investment pool will be necessary under statutory requirements.  

Analysis of Alleged Misstatement  

Summary of Argument and Evidence Presented in Markopolos (2019)  

 Markopolos (2019) provides no direct evidence that GE’s 2018 10-K misstates the company’s LTC reserves. 

Instead, circumstantial evidence is presented. In particular, the report highlights a concern about large differentials between 

GE’s LTC reserves per GAAP and per statutory filings, in comparison to competitors, especially Unum and Prudential. 

More specifically, GE’s statutory reserves are 52% higher than its GAAP reserves, whereas Unum’s ratio is 11% and 

Prudential’s ratio is 7%. Additionally, the report suggests that GE’s LTC claims were among the riskiest in the market. For 

example, the report states the following: 

• 86.2% of the LTC claims that GE reinsures have yet to be filed; 

• Loss ratios on its LTC policies are much higher than industry average and are increasing, particularly for 

its Employers Reinsurance Corporation (GE-ERAC), for which loss ratios have increased from 83.6% in 2013 to 

527.12% in 2018; 

• Benchmarking analysis (i.e., via a per in-force life reserve metric) indicates that GE’s has reserved $72,000–

79,000 per active life compared to $113,455 for Prudential and $100,306 for Unum. 

Markopolos (2019) further estimates that GE’s current statutory reserves and GAAP reserves are both understated 

by $18.50 billion based on benchmarks with competitors, estimated shortfalls in premiums available to cover claims, and 

an adjustment for the riskiness of GE’s LTC policies. Although the report provides analysis, it does not include the full 

statutory filings themselves or the rationale for some analytical assumptions (such as how it was decided to increase GE’s 

 
implies (but does not explicitly demonstrate) that external users relied on the misstatement and suffered damages due to the 

misstatement. Because these are not fundamental issues in the report, we do not focus on them in our investigation. Furthermore, 

given that the report describes the misstatements as being 40% of GE’s capitalization, we believe the report immediately establishes 

the requirement for materiality, so that we do not expound upon materiality further. 
3 In general, LTC insurance covers the cost of caring for those over 65, when the care is not covered under standard health insurance 

(e.g., nursing home care). A reinsurer buys insurance from the insurance company that originally wrote an LTC insurance policy (“the 

ceding company”). Reinsurance protects the ceding company from being exposed to some or all of the insurance risk under the 

original policy. An LTC reserve (or liability) is required to be recorded on GAAP-based financial statements. The reserve estimates 

the difference between future expenditures on LTC policies and future premiums. Additionally, a separate set of statutory statements 

must be filed with insurance regulators, where a reserve is calculated based on the regulator’s insurance laws. 
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reserves by 15% over competitors to account for the riskiness of its LTC policies).4 The report’s explanation for the 

additional 10.5 billion dollar increase in the reserves was that new GAAP standards will require statutory reserves and 

GAAP reserves to be equal by the first quarter of 2021.  

The report warns that (1) future payments on GE’s LTC policies combined with a recession or (2) GE’s debt and 

pension liabilities alone will trigger a Chapter 11 filing. The report predicts that new GAAP standards “will destroy GE’s 

balance sheet [reducing stockholder’s equity to only $6.2 billion], debt ratios and likely also violate debt covenants” (p. i). 

Estimating LTC Reserves  

Rules for calculating LTC reserves are provided in “current” GAAP under ASC 944, “new” GAAP under ASC 944 

as amended by ASU 2018-12, and statutory rules (e.g., Kansas Statutes Annotated [K.S.A.] 40-409).5 Each set of rules has 

some commonalities, despite a host of technical differences. First, the LTC reserve is conceptually a liability that represents 

the shortfall in estimated LTC premiums relative to estimated future expenses on the policies, with the bulk of these expenses 

being claims made. Consequently, generally, the reserve is the net present value of expected claims (and other expenses) 

less the net present value of expected premiums. Hence, a discount rate is estimated for the present value analysis, and the 

potential increases in future premiums are assessed. Furthermore, estimated claims are a function of the following variables: 

mortality (how long the insured will live); morbidity (whether the insured will use the LTC policy, due to illness, etc.); and 

lapse rate (whether the insured will stop paying premiums on policies and thus, no longer be eligible for insurance). 

Technical differences in how each variable is calculated can be significant under each set of rules.  

Current GAAP (ASC 944) is perhaps the least restrictive approach for calculating reserves. Companies use their 

best judgments for modeling reserves (based on trends, actuaries, etc.) with the discount rate being the return on the 

investment portfolio that backs the LTC policies. Assumptions for modeling the reserve are fixed when the LTC policies 

originate, with reserves also being adjusted annually for a margin of error called provision for adverse deviation (PAD). 

Model assumptions are updated only if the company fails what is called an annual premium deficiency test.6  

 Under new GAAP (ASC 2018-12), assumptions for modeling LTC reserves will be updated annually.7 The discount 

rate will no longer be GE’s internal yield on its investment portfolio but a yield observable in the market (defined as the 

yield on a fixed income security with an upper-medium rating, which GE says will be the yield on single-A rated bonds of 

similar maturity [GE, 2019]). Tully (2019b) estimates the discount rate under ASU 2018-12 will be 3.0%. GE (2019) 

reported its discount rate as 6.04% in 2018. Hence, the present value of LTC reserves will be likely to increase following 

the adoption of ASU 2018-12. New GAAP (ASC 2018-12) requires that increases to reserves due to a change in credit risk 

be offset by a debit to the equity account, other comprehensive income, not by a decrease to current earnings. GE is required 

to implement ASC 2018-12 in 2022 (FASB, 2020a); Markopolos (2019) reports the original effective date of January 1, 

2021, in error.8 

 GE’s statutory reserves are determined not under GAAP, but under laws established by its insurance regulator, the 

Kansas Insurance Department (KID) (K.S.A. 40-409). As in other jurisdictions, KID’s laws are built on a framework 

established by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC). These statutory rules are generally described 

as being more conservative than GAAP. They require that an investment portfolio be established that covers the differences 

between premiums and expected claims. Additionally, assumptions in the model are restricted. GE (2019) describes these 

restrictions in its 2018 10-K as follows: “our statutory asset adequacy testing assumptions reflect less long-term care 

 
4 Presumably, Markopolos (2019) could not provide the statutory filings because they were obtained from paid databases—yet it is 

important to make clear that the public would be unable to substantiate the report’s calculations based on the whistleblower report 

alone.  
5 In addition to the official FASB sources cited, sources we used to develop this section were Kearney, Sevin, and Solsky (2020) and 

Tully (2019b). 
6 As noted in GE’s 2018 10-K (GE, 2019), GE failed this test in 2017 and, thus, updated its assumption. This event also triggered a 

required contribution to GE’s investment portfolio of $14.50 billion under statutory rules. GE’s regulator, the Kanas Insurance 

Department, allowed GE to fund this contribution over seven years. Markopolos (2019) alludes to this event several times with great 

concern. 
7 Consequently, PAD has been eliminated.  
8 Also, see Tully (2019b) on this point.  
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insurance morbidity improvement and for shorter durations, restrictions on future long-term care insurance premium rate 

increases, no life insurance mortality improvement and a lower discount rate [relative to current GAAP]” (p. 67).  

Intent to Deceive the External User  

 Markopolos (2019) presents no direct evidence of GE’s current intent to mislead its external users about its LTC 

reserves. Instead, the report points to allegations of intent made against prior GE management. For example, it references 

Touchstone Strategic Trust, et al. v. GE (2019), an active lawsuit filed in February 2019 against GE and some of its former 

executives during prior CEO Jeffrey Immelt’s tenure. The lawsuit alleges that GE did not properly report its remaining LTC 

exposure to the public after a spinoff of Genworth in 2004 as well as that its prior estimates of LTC liabilities were derived 

from outdated assumptions. The complaint does not claim that the fraud is ongoing but that “the massive scope of this fraud 

was revealed to the market piecemeal in a series of disclosures made from late 2017 to late 2018” (Touchstone Strategic 

Trust, et al. v. GE, 2019, p. 2).  

“Verdict” 

Our analysis suggests that Markopolos (2019) presents no convincing evidence of current financial statement 

misstatement regarding GE’s LTC reserve.9 We also note that no clear evidence of current intent to deceive external users 

on this issue is provided. The report’s calculations are built not on GAAP or on statutory rules, but largely on benchmarking 

comparisons with other companies. We hold that such calculations might support a financial analyst’s evaluation but are 

not an appropriate means for issuing a stern warning about financial statement fraud or statutory fraud to the public. KID 

appears to concur. It issued a press release those states, “After initial review, components of this particular report appear 

fairly simplistic in nature and don’t appear to incorporate certain technical reserve considerations” (Sheehan, 2019, np). 

There is no requirement that GAAP reserves and statutory reserves must be equalized under current rules or future 

GAAP rules as explained in the prior subsection and as is widely agreed upon (e.g., see Tully, 2019b).10 It does appear that 

under ASC 2018-12, GE’s GAAP reserve may increase. However, GE is not required to make that adjustment until 2022 

(FASB, 2020a). Thus, this section of Markopolos (2019) appears to be better aligned with investment advice, despite the 

report’s disclaimer that it does not provide such advice.  

III. Alleged Failure to Report a 9.1-Billion-Dollar Loss Attributable to Baker Hughes, a GE Company  

Synopsis of Alleged Accounting Misstatement 

According to Markopolos (2019), GE incorrectly consolidated Baker Hughes, a GE Company, (BHGE) in 2018. 

The report alleges that GE should have used the equity method, instead, and, thus, should have reported a 9.1-billion-dollar 

loss on its investment in BHGE. It suggests that GE consolidated BHGE to prop up its reported cash flows from operating 

activities, its working capital, and its current ratio. It further claims that GE did “not provide customary working capital 

reporting and disclosures in ... [its] 10-K” and “offer[s] very little transparency in … [its] financial statements, which meant 

we had to calculate GE’s current ratio for ourselves” (Markopolos, 2019, p. iv). Finally, the report claims that BHGE was 

double counted because both GE and BHGE consolidated it. 

Analysis of Alleged Misstatement  

Summary of Argument and Evidence Presented in Markopolos (2019)  

The evidence presented in the report is difficult to follow because the report appears to confuse BHGE with another 

entity named “Baker Hughes, a GE Company LLC (BHGE, LLC).” Although these are two different entities (as we explain 

in detail in the next sub-section), the report refers to these entities interchangeably as if they are the same organization. 

More specifically, the synopsis states that GE’s original investment in BHGE of 62.5% was a non-controlling interest that 

was properly accounted for until this interest was reduced to 50.40% in 2018. At that point, because GE intended to dispose 

of BHGE, the report argues that GE’s stake in BHGE should have been accounted for as an investment.  

 
9 We would like to emphasize that this article assesses the evidence provided in Markopolos (2019) but make no “stand alone” 

investigation into current fraud at GE.  
10 Tully (2019b) specifically examines provisions under ASU 2018-12 and estimates that the pre-tax charge to equity will be $5.2 

billion, rather than the $10.5 billion that Markopolos (2019) calculates. We do not offer a calculation here because our intent is to 

investigate the evidence of fraud, not to evaluate the future impact of ASU 2018-12 on GE’s financial statement. 
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Markopolos (2019) quotes GE’s 2018 10-K, which explains that GE’s economic interest in BHGE, LLC decreased 

from 62.5% to 50.4% in 2018—with GE having “no voting or participating rights through ... [its] direct economic ownership 

of BHGE, LLC [emphasis added]” (p. 94). Subsequently, the report returns to the use of the name BHGE and concludes 

that GE did not have the power to direct BHGE’s most significant economic activities in 2018, which is a requirement for 

the consolidation of variable interest entities (VIE)11 under ASC 810-10-25-38A. Markopolos (2019) also claims that GE’s 

consolidation of BHGE is not consistent with Statements of Financial Accounting Concepts Number 8 because GE did not 

faithfully present the substance of the BHGE transaction. Additionally, Markopolos (2019) points to a portion of ASC 810-

10-25-38A which states, “only one reporting entity, if any, is expected to be identified as the primary beneficiary of a VIE,” 

with only the primary beneficiary being allowed to consolidate the VIE. The fact that both BHGE and GE consolidate 

BHGE, LLC in their SEC filings is, thus, taken to be an additional sign of fraud.  

Markopolos (2019) acknowledges that GE disclosed its intent to sell BHGE in its 2018 10-K and that doing so 

would result in an 8.4-billion-dollar loss based on BHGE’s stock price on January 31, 2019. However, Markopolos (2019) 

claims that the loss should be calculated at BHGE’s stock price on December 31, 2018, and thus, would be $9.1 billion and 

deducted against net income in 2018, rather than merely disclosed. The report also acknowledges that GE’s CEO Barry 

Culp, in an interview with David Westin at Bloomberg on March 15, 2019, reported that a sale of BHGE would yield around 

$12 billion. But the report does not consider the impact that these $12 billion would have on GE’s working capital or current 

ratio.  

GE’s 2018 10-K  

Notes 8 and 15 in GE’s 2018 10-K (GE, 2019) explain that the merger of GE Oil and Gas and Baker Hughes in 

2017 was legally structured so that a new entity called BHGE, LLC had direct ownership of the combined operating assets 

of the merged entities. GE originally held a 62.5% economic interest in BHGE, LLC, without any voting rights. This interest 

was reduced to 50.40% during 2018. Although GE held only an economic interest in BHGE, LLC, it held the majority 

voting interest in the LLC’s parent company, BHGE. GE’s voting interest in BHGE was originally 62.5% in 2017 and was 

still a majority voting interest of 50.40% at the end of 2018.  

As explained in Note 1, GE consolidated entities as required under GAAP’s VIE rules and voting control rules (GE, 

2019). It appears to us that GE could make an argument to consolidate both entities under either rule:  First, under the VIE 

rules, it had the power to direct BHGE, LLC’s and BHGE’s significant economic interests through its voting control over 

BHGE. Thus, GE indirectly controlled BHGE, LLC. Meitner (2019) also points out that GE appeared to have controlled 

BHGE’s Board of Directors at this time, so that GE had an additional avenue for controlling both entities. Second, GE had 

voting control over the consolidated entity (i.e., BHGE consolidated with BHGE, LLC).  

Furthermore, a review of GE’s and BHGE’s financial statements does not suggest that either entity was trying to 

conceal consolidating BHGE, LLC. Both alerted external users about non-controlling interests on the face of their 2018 

balance sheets by using separate line items to emphasize the existence of those interests and through a footnote about 

restricted assets related to VIEs (BHGE, 2019; GE, 2019). Rather than double counting income, each entity’s income 

statement presented shareholder’s net income due after subtracting net income attributable to non-controlling interests.  

FASB Codification  

 FASB issued ASU 2016-17 in 2016. This amendment to ASC 810 governs the presentation of VIEs held by entities 

under common control. It calls for a parent company of a subsidiary to consolidate a VIE as its primary beneficiary in 

standalone statements that present this self-contained parent-subsidiary relationship. Hence, GAAP requires BHGE to 

consolidate BHGE, LLC in its standalone statements. Additionally, the financial statements for the entire controlled group 

should consolidate a parent company and the members of its controlled group, including VIEs held by members of the 

controlled group. Thus, GE should consolidate BHGE and BHGE, LLC.12  

Intent to Deceive the External User  

Markopolos (2019) does not present direct evidence of GE’s intent to deceive the external user. The implication of 

the report is that GE’s consolidation of BHGE helps cover up GE’s 2018 financial results. More specifically, per Markopolos 

 
11 A variable interest entity (VIE) is an entity that another business controls despite a lack of voting power. 
12 For a comprehensive history of this issue, see Jones (2018).  
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(2019), GE’s reported net income would have been $9.1 billion lower (without the consolidation); cash flow from operating 

activities was $2.257 billion but should have been reported as $495 thousand; its current ratio was .80 but should have been 

.67; and its working capital was reported as negative $14.3 billion but should have been reported as negative $20.3 billion. 

Note, though, that when it consolidated BHGE, GE had a current ratio lower than one, negative working capital, and fairly 

low levels of cash flows from operating activities. Hence, if GE did consolidate BHGE to hide its financial position, this 

approach was not especially effective. 

Subsequent Events 

In September 2019, GE sold a portion of BHGE for $3 billion in cash, reducing its ownership further from 50.4% 

to 36.8% and recording an estimated $7.4 million loss (Gryta, 2019). At that point, it stopped consolidating BHGE (GE, 

2020). The market value of GE’s entire stake in BHGE at the time of the sale was around $12.5 billion (Gryta, 2019), similar 

to Culp’s statement in his interview with David Westin recounted in Markopolos (2019). Hence, the sale of BHGE had the 

potential to increase GE’s working capital and its current ratio in a manner that was far more significant than the historical 

values required on its consolidated statements indicate, thus providing further evidence that GE was probably not attempting 

to deceive its external users in its 2018 10-K. 

“Verdict” 

 Our analysis suggests that Markopolos (2019) does not provide convincing evidence that GE’s 2018 10-K was 

misstated with respect to Baker Hughes. Rather, the report’s arguments appear to confuse two different Baker Hughes 

entities and to misunderstand FASB reporting requirements for related entities under common control.  

IV. Allegedly Deceptive Practices Related to Ge’s Segmented Reporting  

Synopsis of Alleged Accounting Misstatement 

  Markopolos (2019) asserts that GE does not disclose sufficient financial information about its segments in a general 

sense. Additionally, the report specifically questions the accuracy of CFM’s reported cash flows and the omission of off-

balance sheet financing for GE Capital Aviation Service (GECAS).13 The report also claims that GE should allocate common 

costs (e.g., pension costs and corporate overhead) to its segments. 

Analysis of Alleged Misstatement  

Summary of Argument and Evidence Presented in Markopolos (2019)  

Markopolos (2019) claims that “other [unspecified] companies competing with GE, or in the case of Safran, GE’s 

50/50 joint-venture partner at jet engine manufacturer CFM, would report its [sic] expenses, R&D costs, tax credits, etc., 

while GE, for the same joint-venture would report the top and bottom lines.” (p. v) The report references specific sections 

of GE’s management discussion and analysis (MD&A), not GE’s audited financial statements. Furthermore, the report 

argues that GE should allocate “pension costs, corporate overhead, and other expenses to its business units in an accurate 

and transparent manner” (p. v).  

The report points to a discussion in Safran’s 2017 Registration Document that the gross margin on LEAP engines 

was currently negative, with cost reduction efforts aiming toward achieving a breakeven gross margin before the end of 

2019. Markopolos (2019) states that LEAP engines sales comprise 51% of CFM jet engine sales. Given the negative gross 

margins on LEAP, Markopolos (2019) questions how free cash flows in GE’s aviation segment could have increased in 

2018.  

Markopolos describes GECAS’s profit margins (24%-41%) as being unattainable, except for through “lots of ‘off 

balance-sheet borrowings’ ” (p. 136), which Markopolos labels “ ‘Enronesque’ ” (p. 136). No analysis or explicit reasoning 

is provided for the conclusion that GECAS must have off-balance sheet borrowings. The report also states that GE does not 

provide GECAS’s profit margins or explain how GECAS produces its revenue.  

The SEC’s MD&A Requirements 

 
13 CFM is a joint venture between Safran and GE. This joint venture is a component of GE’s aviation segment, not a GE segment. 

(CFM is the full name of the joint venture, not an abbreviation.) GECAS also is not a segment of GE, but a subcomponent of GE 

segment GE Capital. GECAS leases and finances aircrafts. 
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The SEC’s three objectives for the MD&A section of a company’s 10-K can be paraphrased as (1) to help investors 

understand management’s viewpoints on the company, (2) to clarify notes to the financial statements, and (3) to discuss 

how the company’s future performance might differ from its historical performance (Topic 9, 2008). 

The following passage from Topic 9220.3 (2008, np) illustrates that the SEC provides common practices about 

discussing segments in the MD&A, but does not necessarily require a discussion of segments in the MD&A:  

In order to comply with the requirement to discuss significant components of revenue and expenses, registrants will 

often provide a discussion along segmental lines (as determined under SFAS 131 [ASC 280]). Segment analysis is 

usually necessary to enable a reader to understand the consolidated amounts, but it should not result in repetitive 

disclosure that lengthens MD&A unnecessarily or obscures salient information. The discussion and analysis of 

segments may be integrated with the discussion of the consolidated amounts to avoid unnecessary duplication. The 

discussion and analysis should be comprehensive. [emphasis added]  

FASB Codification  

Per ASC 280-10-05-3, segmented financial statements are developed under the management approach. In essence, 

a public company’s managerial accounting practices drive its segmented reporting under GAAP. ASC 280-10-50-22 further 

provides that the following items must be reported in public financial statements: 

If [emphasis added] the specified amounts are included in the measure of segment profit or loss reviewed by the 

chief decision maker or are otherwise regularly provided to the chief operating decision maker, even if not included 

in that measure of segment profit or loss … (a) revenues from external customers, (b) revenues from transactions 

with other operating segments of the same public entity, (c) interest revenue, (d) interest expense, (e) depreciation, 

depletion, and amortization expense, (f) unusual items as described in paragraph 220-20-45-1[on the presentation 

of unusual or infrequently occurring items], (g) equity in the net income of investees accounted for by the equity 

method, (h) income tax expense or benefit, (i) ... [superseded] and (j) significant noncash items other than 

depreciation, depletion, and amortization expense. 

Thus, financial information on segments, other than the items provided above, is not required to be disclosed, with 

the items above only being required to be disclosed if they are provided to the chief decision maker. 

 Furthermore, FASB does not require the allocation of common costs to its segments. According to ASC 280-50-4: 

Not every part of a public entity is necessarily an operating segment or part of an operating segment. For example, 

a corporate headquarters or certain functional departments may not recognize revenues or may recognize revenues 

that are only incidental to the activities of the public entity and would not be operating segments. For purposes of 

this Subtopic, a public entity's pension and other postretirement benefit plans are not considered operating segments.  

Furthermore, FAS 131’s discussion states: 

Paragraph 29 requires amounts allocated to a segment to be allocated on a reasonable basis [if they are indeed 

allocated]. However, the Board believes that the potential increased reliability that might have been achieved 

by requiring allocation of consolidated amounts is illusory [emphasis added] because expenses incurred at the 

consolidated level could be allocated to segments in a variety of ways that could be considered “reasonable.” 

(Paragraph 81) 

Managerial Pedagogy  

Managerial pedagogy discourages accounting practitioners from allocating common costs to segments. For 

example, Garrison, Noreen and Brewer (2018), a widely used introductory accounting textbook, cites allocating common 

costs to segments as being one of the three common errors made with segmented statements in managerial accounting. The 

rationale is that common costs should not be allocated to segments because these costs will continue if a segment is 

shutdown. Thus, many accounting practitioners are dissuaded from allocating common costs to segments early in their 

career and, thus may be predisposed to adopting GE’s presentation as a standard practice.  

Financial Filings  

Markopolos (2019) references only specific passages of GE’s 2018 MD&A and not its audited financial statements. 

A full review of GE’s 2018 10-K (GE, 2019) suggests the following:  
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• GE’s 2018 audited financial statements include Note 25, a comprehensive disclosure on its segments (GE, 2019). 

Other disclosures in its audited financial statements are broken down by segment (e.g., Note 4 on current 

receivables and Note 9 on revenues). 

• GE acknowledges the poor margins on LEAP, just below Markopolos’s excerpt of the 2018 MD&A on aviation. 

More specifically, GE’s MD&A states “the increase in profit was mainly due to increased price, increased volume, 

higher spare engine shipments and product and base cost productivity. These increases were partially offset by an 

unfavorable business mix driven by negative LEAP margin [emphasis added] as well as higher overhaul shop 

costs due to increased volume and mix” (GE 2019, p. 22). GE’s MD&A discussion further connected aviation, 

among several other segments, with a complex description of decreased corporate operating cash flows from 2017 

to 2018.  

• GECAS’s sub-segment revenues and profit are provided in contiguous subsections on the same page of the 

MD&A. Analysts can readily compute the profit margins for the entity. Financing information about the GE 

Capital segment (which includes GECAS) is reported in Note 11 of GE’s 2018 10-K.  

Intent to Deceive the External User  

No direct evidence of a current deception is provided, but some rhetorical arguments are provided. For example, 

Markopolos (2019) suggests GE uses a “Sherlock Holmes’ ‘dog that didn’t bark’ ” technique (p. v). The argument appears 

to be that just as something might be amiss if a dog does not bark, GE’s failure to present segments’ expenses may be a sign 

of a cover-up. Additionally, the report suggests that a current deception would be consistent with prior complaints about 

GE under prior management. For example, Markopolos (2019) suggests discrepancies with Safran’s statements may be the 

result of “using gain on sale accounting using some sort of mark-to-model basis and/or … GE is fabricating its numbers” 

(p. v). The report explains that this possibility would be consistent with the SEC’s civil fraud action against GE in 2009, 

where “GE was caught doing both” (p. v). It does not expound upon the connection between GE’s current practices and the 

prior SEC action.14,15   

 “Verdict” 

The report appears to present misunderstandings about requirements for segmented reporting. The SEC (Topic 9, 

2008) and FASB (ASC 280-10-50-22) do not require public companies to report a comprehensive list of segments’ 

expenses. GAAP disclosures for segmented reporting are dictated by the business’s own managerial accounting practices. 

The specific allegation related to CFM and GECAS appear to be unsubstantiated based on an examination of GE’s full set 

of disclosures in its 2018 10-K (GE, 2019). Common costs are not required to be allocated to segments under ASC 280, and 

managerial accounting pedagogy discourages this allocation (Garrison et al., 2018).  

V. Conclusion 

Summary and Epilogue 

In this article, we have analyzed Markopolos’s (2019) three main allegations of financial statement fraud at GE for 

the year ended December 31, 2018: (1) GE underestimated its LTC reserves by $29 billion; (2) GE failed to report a $9.1-

billion loss attributable to Baker Hughes, a GE Company; and (3) GE’s segment reporting practices were deceptive. In 

particular, we evaluated Markopolos’s case for accounting misstatement and intent to deceive the external user. Our findings 

primarily suggest that the Markopolos team’s allegation of misstatement were rooted in misunderstandings about the 

 
14 Our examination of Securities and Exchange Commission v. General Electric Company (2009) indicates that GE paid a $50 million 

penalty to settle civil fraud charges related to four accounting practices but did not provide a statement of guilt or innocence. The 

allegation related to the present context is that, starting in 1992, GE reportedly combined low profit margins from aircraft engine sales 

with higher margins from anticipated sales of engines parts. Furthermore, the SEC alleged that GE concealed the termination of this 

practice by netting the related adjustment against an internal price change that was made prospectively and, thus, that GE violated 

several aspects of GAAP.  
15 The report also provides a PowerPoint slide on Stephen Tusa (a GE analyst at JP Morgan) that questioned the elimination of 

GECAS’s disclosures on engine and aircraft ownership in 2015, with these disclosures also appearing to be inconsistent from 2013 to 

2015.  
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complex accounting pronouncements involved. Additionally, the team’s evidence of current intent to deceive external users 

appeared to be largely based on prior allegations made against the former GE management team.16  

 Financial commentators and the financial markets reacted swiftly to Markopolos’s (2019) allegations (Gryta and 

Maremont, 2019; Tully, 2019a). However, commentators and regulators soon expressed profound skepticism about the 

report (Meitner 2019; Tully, 2019b; Sheehan, 2019). Although GE’s stock price initially dropped more than 11%, it closed 

the year at $11.16 per share—23.6% higher than the day before Markopolos (2019) was released (S&P Capital IQ, 2020).  

However, in 2020, the market has had several opportunities to test Markopolos’s (2019) assertion that bankruptcy 

at GE is imminent. Among GE’s challenges has been grappling with cash flow shortages due to the prolonged grounding 

of the Boeing 737 MAX, with Boeing being one of GE Aviation’s major customers (Katz, 2020). Additionally, like many 

companies, GE has suffered adversely in reaction to the recession triggered by COVID-19—its stock price has tumbled to 

$6.53 per share as of June 24, 2020 (S&P Capital IQ, 2020). Despite its current challenges, at this time, GE’s name is not 

on the growing list of companies that have declared bankruptcy because of the pandemic. This fact seems to provide further 

evidence that Markopolos (2019) did not appraise GE’s financial position correctly.  

Markopolos (2019)’s Potential Legacy 

Markopolos (2019) provides the professional community with an opportunity to develop guidelines for issuing a 

public whistleblower report, particularly when the primary investigator references his or her professional certifications in 

the report.17 We suggest that one of the first guidelines the professional community might consider is whether a public 

whistleblower report is appropriate at all. Although we understand that the professional community may ultimately arrive 

at a different conclusion, we suggest that a public whistleblower report is only appropriate in the most extreme 

circumstances.  

The U.S. public as a whole is not sufficiently experienced to evaluate the accuracy of a public whistleblower report 

whereas examiners at governmental agencies are appropriately educated and experienced. The public is likely to be 

influenced more by rhetorical devices (such as the investigator’s reputation) than by the content of report if they do not fully 

understand it. Furthermore, public whistleblower reports may lead to panic. Governmental agencies are more likely to be 

able to divulge fraud (when it exists) in a manner that will minimize public panic, so that releasing a report to a government 

agency is likely to be the most appropriate approach.  

Should governmental agencies fail to act appropriately over a sufficiently long-time interval, then a public 

whistleblower report might be necessary as a last resort. We suggest whistleblowers should consult with an organization 

such as the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA), the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners 

(ACFE), or the National Association of Certified Valuators and Analysts (NACVA) before issuing a public report. 

Additionally, we believe that, due to the complexity of many accounting standards and statutes, obtaining a second opinion 

from third-party professionals who are experts in the field under study is essential before informing the public. Furthermore, 

the standard of proof should be much higher than for a private whistleblower report. We suggest that having evidence of 

fraud beyond a reasonable doubt may be the appropriate standard prior to informing the public. 

An additional consideration for public whistleblower reports is the compensation of fraud investigators. We are 

sympathetic with the idea that a whistleblower report has the potential to yield considerable trading profits for third parties, 

and that the whistleblower has the right to be duly compensated. We also commend the Markopolos team for disclosing the 

contingent nature of its compensation. However, we suggest that whistleblowers should not be compensated based on a 

contingency such as the impact of the report on the reportee’s stock price. We believe that such contingencies work to 

discredit report findings. We also have concerns that these contingent arrangements could culminate in legal action against 

the fraud investigator and tarnish the reputation of fraud investigation as a professional field. 

 
16 We caution readers, though, that our evaluation is not a standalone fraud investigation of GE’s financial statements, but an 

evaluation of the evidence presented in Markopolos (2019). 
17 Additionally, there may be concerns about whether Markopolos (2019) conflicts with existing professional standards under the 

“Association for Certified Fraud Examiners Code of Professional Ethics” (Fraud Examiner’s Manual, 2020), where these conflicts 

may include insufficient quality of evidence and expressing an opinion on guilt or innocence. 
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Furthermore, we suggest that whistleblower reports should be written in neutral professional language and present 

all evidence and source documents to the public. We point to some quotations to highlight alternative approaches used in 

Markopolos (2019):  

• “GE might have survived LTC if it had a competent CEO. Unfortunately, GE’s CEO was Jeff  ‘Two-Jet’ 

Immelt, an executive who excelled at overpaying for value-destroying purchases such as Alstom and Baker 

Hughes, just in time for cyclical downturns.” (Markopolos, 2019, p. vi) 

• “The only winners are GE’s fat cat executives who enriched themselves with undeserved bonuses as they drove 

this once proud beacon of American business into the ground. I encourage you to hold them accountable.” 

(Markopolos, 2019, p. vi)  

• “I won’t reveal every technique we used because every wannabe accounting fraudster out there is going to be 

reading this section closely looking at it as a ‘how not to get caught’ primer. There’s no point in making them 

harder to catch than they already are.” (Markopolos, 2019, p.vi) 

• “Certain information in the Report has been made available to Law Enforcement entities only and has been 

omitted from the publicly released version.” (Markopolos, 2019, p. 2)  

We feel that these alternative (non-neutral) approaches work to prejudice the public’s reading of the report, either positively 

or negatively based on each individual reader’s value system. We posit that the public should only be influenced by the 

factual information in the report, not by rhetoric. Additionally, we believe if a whistleblower wants to report to the public, 

that the public needs to be given all the evidence so that the public can evaluate the report. The public should never be put 

in the position of being asked to rely on the whistleblower’s word. 

Finally, we would like to note that Markopolos (2019) has the potential to encourage professional organizations to 

disseminate more education to the public to improve the public’s ability to evaluate allegations of fraud. We suggest that 

such education should include a definition of financial statement fraud and what constitutes evidence of fraud. Professional 

organizations might consider making this information directly available to the public on their existing websites or on a 

website developed solely for public use.  
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